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Rarely are my expectations mistaken, as I 
have a canny knack of seeing through the 
haze to pick out the realities of a situation 
or a place, but a recent trip to Barcelona 
in the Catalunya region of Spain was one 
such mistake I was more than happy to 
make. 
 
If there was ever a city that suited the 
DURO RIDER ethos…then it surely had 
to be here. A port city, strong with its 
own identity and proud heritage, with the 
obligatory ‘marina’ life’ and cool sandy 
beaches and promenade cafés dotted 
about…but never overwhelmed by the 
beach dwelling masses.  
 
The city itself is a feast on the senses…
visually it is a fusion of architectural styles 
in varying states of repair and influences, 
with fantastic buildings and monuments by 
such famed artists as Gaudi as well as 
contemporary artists and architects from 
around the globe.  
 

CATALUNYA 
        CALAMITY
WHAT A MOTORCYCLE CITY!



Like any city it has had to deal with 
congestion and mobility issues, and 
has succeeded to appear bustling 
without being overbearing and closed 
in.  
 
Good bus service, Metro underground 
and trams compliment the use of 
automobiles of all descriptions…but 
the one major success here is the full 
appreciation and adoption of the use 
of motorcycles and scooters. 

It is as much a part of the Barcelona 
culture as is art, architecture and 
food…so much so that it is a tourist 
attraction in itself.  
 
To counteract the growing parking 
issues and congestion, inhabitants 
were actively encouraged to take to 
two wheels and leave the cars at 
home…thus man, woman and child 
ride around freely, easing congestion 
and lining the streets and main 
thoroughfares in provided motorcycle 
parking.
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It is a place of art, food, music and theatre as 
well as having a colourful vibrancy of a 
modern city which attracts thousands of 
tourists each year (most of which did seem to 
be there at the same time as I was)



Nothing here seems to be rushed though, 
all seamlessly fluid and in harmony…both 
man and machine, the past and present, 
traditional art and graffiti art, new & old…
local and visitor…all mixing together to 
make this a ‘go to’ destination…whether 
to stroll or ride.  
 
Of course, being a city that attracts 
international visitors, it also attracts the 
undesirable element too which the 
authorities are trying to address but are 
seemingly ineffective in doing so or 
possibly it is more of a wish than will.  

There are big moves to get rid of the non 
licensed traders on the street - but in truth 
they just add to the visual appeal. The city 
is also well known for its pick-pocket 
brigades but I did not see any suggestion 
that it was rife, although the large police 
presence from the Guardia Urbana may 
have been a deterrent.  

Although great in number, riding 
around on step through scooters, 
they did not appear overly guarded 
or intrusive…again just part of the 
fabric of the place.  
Very approachable and willing to stop 
for photos too but soon sprang to life 
to respond to an incident…even 
using their scooters to corral 
onlookers and disperse loiters with 
stern effect.  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Whatever your pleasure…most cities around the 
world are able to cater…but Barcelona just seems 
to do it effortlessly and with a whole lot of charm 
and wonder.  
As you wander around, your eyes are instinctively 
drawn upwards to gaze at the towering facias, 
monuments or your blood pressure eases down as  
the many open park spaces are readily accessible.  

Yes, there are inflated prices in the tourist areas, 
but step to the side streets and the costs become 
much more reasonable. If shopping is your thing 
then there is much to choose from…designer 
boutiques to household names, chain stores to the 
small independent shops (especially around the 
Gothic area)  
Again, Barcelona is the perfect fusion of the 
modern ostentatious shopping experience and the 
easygoing independent commercialism.  
 
Go to the Catalunya capital by any means 
necessary…plane, train, boat…ride, walk or crawl! 
You will not be disappointed…I certainly wasn’t…
and neither was my faithful assistant.
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